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Welcome
We’re ‘Sew Happy’ to introduce our premier newsletter! Each quarter
we hope to highlight all the happenings here at Pine Ridge Sewing –
new classes, new products, new sewing techniques – as well as all the
wonderful Bernina sewing machines, Amish crafted sewing cabinets,
quality and service that you have come to expect.
Choose the format you like best; a print version mailed to your home
or an e-newsletter delivered to your inbox. You can sign up either at
our store or on-line at our website, Pineridgesewing.com. Whether
you are a longtime Bernina enthusiast or are considering a move to the
creative power of the Bernina sewing platform, we’d like to welcome
you to the Pine Ridge Sewing family.
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Class Schedule

April 4, 2020. 10am - 2pm

Bernina Test Drive Event
Instructor: Debbie McNany

Hello Spring!

Experience the creative power of Bernina machines and
accessories. In this 'Make and Take' event, you will use a variety of
machines, including the 7 and 8 series sewing and Q-20 quilting
machines, as well as different accessories and techniques to create
a spring accent for your table.
Cost: $30 includes materials and light lunch
Class size limited to 8 people

May 5, 2020. 1pm – 5pm

Hello Spring Pillow
Instructor: Debbie McNany
Welcome spring into your home by adding a dimensional
embroidered pillow. The embroidered pillow features 3D organza
leaves and flowers and includes a watering can appliqué with the
saying “Hello Spring” made with your built-in lettering. Finish off
your pillow with an invisible zipper. Have fun playing with color and
texture while making your very own Hello Spring Embroidered
Pillow. A material list will be provided upon registration.
Cost: $30
Class size limited to 8 people.

Trade In
Trade Up
❖ 25% off MSRP Bernina Domestic
Machines priced $999 and up with
trade-in of any brand or model
sewing machine
❖ 25% off MSRP Bernina Q Series
Longarm with trade-in of any
brand or model longarm machine
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Class Schedule
continued
continued
June 9, 2020. 1pm – 5pm

Hooded Towel
Instructor: Debbie McNany
Cuddly fun for bath or sun.
What’s better for bath time — or trips to the beach
— than a cuddly hooded towel embroidered and
appliquéd with a fun design? Choose the size by
bringing your own towel so your loved ones can
really wrap up and go from wet and cold to dry and
cozy in nothing flat! Several design choices will be
offered.
Learn techniques to embroider on nappy fabrics
such as fleece and toweling. A material list will be
provided upon registration.
Cost: $30
Class size limited to 8 people.

Summer Savings Sale

June 12-23

The more you spend, the more you save! Call or come in for details.

Coronavirus Update
We are excited to be offering monthly sewing and embroidery classes and are looking forward to adding quilting
classes in the near future. However, the health of our customers and employees are of primary concern. We
reserve the right to cancel and/or reschedule classes as conditions warrant. If you have registered for a class that
is cancelled, you may reschedule, receive credit toward a future class, or request a refund. We apologize for any
inconvenience and wish you and your family peace and health during these stressful times.
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Finding the Right
Needle for your Project
Regardless of how simple or sophisticated your sewing/embroidery
machine is, the needle is at the very heart of the stitch formation
process. Its role is to deliver thread from the top and through the
project while the machine’s hook gets a hold of the thread to
intertwine it with the bobbin thread. With the right needle your
machine will stitch away without a glitch. With the wrong needle,
even the best machine in the world can skip a stitch . . . or more.
So, let’s look at a starter set of 6 different needle types that will
cover a wide range of sewing scenarios.

Jeans/Denim - Sharp point for
precise seams on woven fabrics
(and not just for denim!)
• Durable point (e.g. compare to
a finer point like Microtex)
• Stronger shank that can
handle layers well
• Great for quilt piecing
• Sizes to keep on hand: 80 and
90
• TIP: A jeans needle isn’t just
for heavy fabrics. A size 80
jeans needle will not be any
larger than any other type
needle. Only the groove, eye
and point will differ. So, a
Jeans 70 needle (fine needle)
will do great in fine woven
fabrics and a Jeans 80 needle
will excel at piecing quilting
cotton fabric.

Microtex - For fine to medium
weight fabrics and microfiber
• Finest point available: will not
disrupt a weave (but won’t
last as long as a denim needle)
• Excellent for finishing work
like edge stitching or top
stitching, yielding precise

stitch lines (note: for heavier
projects a jeans needle may work
better)
• Sizes to keep on hand: 70 and 80
• TIP: Most applications requiring
such a fine point are well served
by a size 80 Microtex needle.

Embroidery - Designed
specifically to stitch through dense
embroidery
• Yields best result at your
embroidery machine
• Sizes to keep on hand: 75, 80
and 90.
Considering the wide variety of
embroidery designs, base
fabrics/materials and the
potentially high stitching speed
and stitch counts, having just the
right embroidery needle is
crucial.
• TIP: The point of Titaniumcoated embroidery needles stays
sharper longer and give best
results over time. They cost a bit
more but more than make up for
it in longevity and performance.

Ballpoint (knits) - The rounded point of
this needle lets it pass through a knit
without snagging the fibers.
• Remember that knits are composed of
fine threads, with interlocking loops to
form the fabric. While knits are typically
thicker than a woven fabric, their fibers
are often finer or thinner than those of
wovens, and thus are easy to snag.
• While not as commonly used by most
sewists, these are still the best
whenever you sew or embroider on
knits.
• TIP: It sounds counter intuitive to many,
but for embroidery on knits a ballpoint
needle can make the difference in some
applications for smooth designs and no
fabric puckers.
• Size to keep on hand: 80

Quilting - The slightly rounded and
slender point lets the needle go through
the layers without leaving a permanent
hole. It’s almost like a self-healing
perforation as it nudges the fibers aside
rather than piercing through them (which
could cut fibers).
• The deeper groove lets the thread slide
freely, avoiding interference from the
many little fibers of the batting, thus
avoiding skipped stitches.
• TIP: When quilting a thin project (e.g. a
table runner with quilter’s flannel as the
middle layer) you can use a Jeans 90
needle. Always use a Quilting needle
when using batting, regardless of
thickness.
• Size to keep on hand: 90

.
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Needles cont.
Universal Needles - A compromise between a sharp and a ballpoint, like a
sharp type needle that has been slightly rounded at the tip.
• They won’t necessarily compromise your sewing (they tend to do well on light

to medium wovens and knits), however they won’t perform as well as a
dedicated needle type for the fabric you’re sewing.
• A good back-up option for when you don’t have a dedicated needle type.

Basic Trouble Shooting Tips for Skipped Stitches
If you find that your machine is skipping stitches after ensuring that you have an adequate stitch (including length
and width) and (needle) thread tension setting for your application, consider the following:
1

2

3

4

5

Select the right type of needle for the application or technique. Refer to the information above to get started.
• For example, if embroidering a quilting stitch pattern through a quilt sandwich, try a Quilting needle first.
While the quilting is done with the embroidery machine, the technique is still “quilting”, so use the same
needle you would use if quilting with the sewing machine.
Check the needle tip.
• Rub your fingers along the needle and past the tip.
• Change the needle if you feel a scratchy area (burr)
Try a needle one size larger.
• Often a stitch will be skipped when the project is too heavy for the size of the needle.
• If the fabric and materials ‘squeeze’ around the needle too tightly, the thread cannot slide freely in the
groove on the front of the needle. Using a larger needle will open a larger hole, allowing the thread to pass
freely.
• This is generally my first line of action when I observe skipped stitches, assuming I have already selected a
needle type recommended for my project. If that doesn’t fix it, I go through the troubleshooting steps
below.
Consider another type of needle than the ‘obvious one’.
• This is for special cases when your sewing results throw you an unexpected curve after you selected a
recommended needle and size.
• It requires trial and error.
• Sometimes a counter-intuitive needle choice is the right choice. For instance, a Jeans needle does the best
work when embroidering lines of triple stitch.
If you keep getting skipped stitches regardless of needle type and size, you may need to bring your machine in
for service. This is to verify that your machine is in proper working condition before further testing with
needles.
• A broken needle (they happen!) may have scratched your hook and left a burr which would snag the
thread and lead to skipped stitches.
• However rare, if the timing of your machine is a bit off it can lead to skipped stitches, as the hook may not
be passing by the needle at the expected time when forming a stitch.

Pine Ridge Sewing Machines
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7031 State Rte 322
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We’re on the Web!
Visit us at:
Pineridgesewing.com

